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DESIGN 

Brit Frafjord Ørstavik

YARN

SOFT MERINO 100 % extra fine merino wool, 

50 grams = approx. 187 metres

Alternative yarn: BABY ULL

SIZES

XXS (XS) S (M) L (XL) XXL (XXXL)

NOTE! See GARMENT MEASUREMENTS to find the right size

GARMENT MEASUREMENTS

Chest measurements approx. 79 (84) 92 (102) 108 (118) 126 

(134) cm

Full length approx. 57 (58) 60 (62) 64 (66) 68 (70) cm

Sleeve-length approx. 49 cm

YARN AMOUNTS

Colour 1  6 (6) 7 (7) 8 (9) 10 (11) balls

Colour 2  3 (3) 3 (3) 4 (4) 4 (5) balls

COLOURS

Colour 1  Marine 3024

Colour 2  White 3001

SUGGESTED NEEDLE SIZES

2.5 and 3 mm long and short circular needles and DPNs

KNITTING TENSION

28 sts x 38 rounds stocking st on 3 mm needles = 10 x 10 cm

  Check your knitting tension by working a swatch.

Count the number of sts per 10 cm. If you have more sts 

than suggested, change to a larger needle size. If you have 

fewer sts change to a smaller needle size.

FIND THE RIGHT SIZE

1.  Measure a garment that fits you.

2.  Compare the measurements with the pattern.

3.  Choose your size from the chest measurements.

4.  Body and sleeves can be worked longer or shorter as 

needed.

ABBREVIATIONS

K = knit, P = purl, st. = stitch, y/o = yarn over, 

DPN = double pointed needles, tbl = through back loop

Stripes: Work *4.5 cm with colour 1, 1.5 cm with colour 2*, 

repeat from *-*

BODY

Cast on 220 (236) 256 (284) 300 (328) 352 (376) sts with 

colour 1 on 2.5 mm needles. Work rib in the round (K2, P2) 

and stripes as follows: Work 1 cm with colour 1, 1.5 cm with 

colour 2, 3.5 cm with colour 1, 1.5 cm with colour 2, 1 cm 

with colour 1. NOTE! Each time you change colours, work 1 

round of stocking st before continuing the rib. Change to 3 

mm needles and continue with stocking st as follows: 3.5 cm 

with colour 1, 1.5 cm with colour 2. At the same time, adjust 

your st count to 222 (236) 258 (286) 302 (330) 352 (376) sts 

on the first round. Continue with stocking st and stripes.

Place a marker in each side with 111 (118) 129 (143) 151 (165) 

176 (188) sts on both the front and back pieces. Work until 

the piece measures approx. 41 (41) 42 (43) 44 (45) 46 (47) cm. 

At the same time on the last round, cast off 16 sts on each 

side for the armholes (= 8 sts on each side of the markers) 

= 95 (102) 113 (127) 135 (149) 160 (172) sts on both the front 

and back pieces.

Lay the piece to one side and work the sleeves.
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SLEEVES

Cast on 56 (60) 60 (64) 64 (68) 68 (72) sts, with colour 1 on 

2.5 mm needles. Work rib in the same way as on the body.

Change to 3 mm needles and continue with stocking st as 

follows: 1 (1) 0 (3.5) 2.5 (3) 2 (1) cm with colour 1 and 0 (0) 

0 (1.5) 1.5 (0) 0 (0) cm with colour 2. At the same time on 

round 1, adjust your st count to 58 (60) 62 (64) 66 (68) 70 

(72) sts. NOTE! In size S the st count is adjusted on the first 

round in the striped pattern.

Place a marker around the first and last sts = marker sts.

Continue with stocking st and stripes. When the sleeve 

measures 7 cm, increase 1 st on each side of the marker-sts. 

Repeat the increase every 2.5 (2) 2 (1.5) 1.5 (1.5) 1.5 (1) cm 

a total of 16 (18) 19 (21) 23 (25) 27 (28) times = 90 (96) 100 

(106) 112 (118) 124 (128) sts. Work until the sleeve measures 

49 cm. NOTE! End with the same round as on the body.

On the last round, cast off 16 sts mid-under sleeve (= marker-

sts + 7 sts on each side) = 74 (80) 84 (90) 96 (102) 108 (112) 

sts. Lay the piece to one side and work the other sleeve in 

the same way.

YOKE

Place the left sleeve, front piece, right sleeve and back piece 

on 3 mm circular needles = 338 (364) 394 (434) 462 (502) 

536 (568) sts. Place a marker in each transition = 4 markers.

Continue in the round with stocking st and stripes as before. 

At the same time, on round 2 after joining the pieces, 

decrease for raglan by knitting 2 sts together tbl before each 

marker and knitting 2 together after each marker.

Repeat the raglan decreases every 2nd round a total of 1 (1) 3 

(6) 6 (10) 13 (15) times.

Continue decreasing ONLY on the sleeves.

Decrease every 2nd round 22 (25) 25 (23) 24 (20) 18 (18) 

times, then every round 0 (0) 0 (2) 4 (7) 9 (9) times.

NOTE! For sizes XXS (XS), work 4 (2) rounds without 

decreases after the last raglan decrease.

At the same time, when the piece measures 8 (9) 10 (11) 12 

(13) 14 (15) cm from the armhole, cast off the middle 25 (26) 

27 (27) 27 (27) 28 (32) sts for the neck. Continue back and 

forth with stocking st and stripes. At the same time, cast 

off for the neckline at the beginning of each row on each 

side, 2,2,2,2,1,1 (3,2,2,2,1,1) 3,3,2,2,1,1 (3,3,2,2,1,1) 3,3,2,2,1,1 

(4,3,2,2,1,1,1) 4,3,2,2,1,1,1,1 (4,3,2,2,1,1,1,1) sts. Continue back 

and forth at the same time as you continue to decrease for 

raglan and neckline. NOTE! When decreasing for raglan on 

the wrong side, P2 together before each marker-st and P2 

together tbl after each marker-st. When the piece measures 

11 (12) 13 (14) 15 (16) 17 (19) cm from the armhole, finish the 

front piece, back piece and sleeves separately.

BACK PIECE

Continue back and forth with stocking st and stripes until the 

piece measures 57 (58) 60 (62) 64 (66) 68 (70) cm. Cast off.

FRONT PIECE

Continue back and forth with stocking st and stripes as on 

the back piece, at the same time as you continue casting off 

for the neckline as described above = 24 (26) 28 (32) 36 (37) 

38 (40) shoulder-sts. Work the other side in the same way 

but in reverse.

SLEEVES

= 28 sts.

Continue with stocking st and stripes, at the same time as 

you continue to cast off for the sleeve cap at the beginning 

of every row, 3,5 sts on each side = 12 sts. Cast off. Work the 

other sleeve cap in the same way.

ASSEMBLY

Sew together the openings under the sleeves.

Sew the shoulder seams together. Sew the sleeve caps to 

the armholes. Make sure the middle of the sleeve meets the 

shoulder.

NECKLINE

Pick up approx. 132 - 156 sts with colour 1 on 2.5 mm 

needles. St count must be divisible by 4. Work rib in the 

round (K2, P2) as follows: 

Work 4 rounds with colour 1, 6 rounds with colour 2, change 

to colour 1 and work until the neck measures 8 cm.

Cast off with K and P.

NOTE! Each time you change colours, work 1 round of 

stocking st. Fold the neck double to the inside and sew down 

with loose stitches.

Do you need inspiration for your next knitting project? Check out the website houseofyarn.no


